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Jokari Super 4 Plus Automatic Wire Stripper
I have been handing out the Jokari Super 4 Plus Wire Strippers to my maintenance
technicians and mechanics to gather feedback and perform long-term testing. I
enjoy watching the guys use the wire strippers for the first time. The response
is always the same “wow!”.
To date, I have four pairs of Jokari in the field with the team, and I personally
have a pair at home and at the office. The Jokari Super 4 Plus is my primary wire
stripper at home, and at the office, they play runner-up to whatever stripper I’m
testing at the moment. Presently I’m testing the Weidmuller Stripax Wire
Stripper. So far the Jokari wire strippers are a quality inexpensive success.
Look for a review in the future.
It should also be noted that I believe the Felo 62681 Automatic Wire Stripper,
aka “The Red Dragon.” and the Jokari Super 4 Plus are the same tools, with the
color being the significant difference.
The Jokari 20050 Ergonomic Super 4 Plus Automatic Wire Stripper is $24 at Amazon.
Download: Jokari Super 4 Plus Wire Stripper 20050 Data Sheet
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From the Manufacturer:
This tool is a quality product made in Germany by Krampe GmbH, a leading cable
stripping and de-insulating technology producer. For over 40 years, specialist
tools for a wide range of applications have allowed simple, fast, and precise
cable stripping. Many industrial applications require utmost precision and
perfection from wire strippers. These specialist tools are indispensable helpers
for all switchboard construction, mechanical and plant engineering, and
industrial cabling purposes.
The automatic wire strippers convince with their exceptional quality and
practical functionality. With their ergonomically perfect design, they are easy
and safe to use even in hard-to-reach places. Their long life and wear-proof
quality will not fail to impress their users every single day. The Super 4 plus
is an ergonomic, automatic wire stripper for cross-sections from AWG 24-10 (0.2
to 6 mm²). The tool includes a wire cutter for cross-sections up to AWG 14 (2.5
mm²), an adjustable length stopper, and a plier handle design with a lockable
grip.
Since its foundation, the Jokari company has kept living up to the belief of:
“honest selling, best quality,people-orientation and benefits to customers. “We
are doing everything to offer our customers with best services and best products.
We promise that we’ll be responsible all the way to the end once our services
begin
20050 Ergonomic Super 4 Plus Automatic Wire Stripper for Wires from 0.2mm-6mm,
16.5cm L x 14cm W x 2.7cm H, By JOKARI

What’s unique about this wire stripper?
Ergonomic design for most superb comfort
Can strip cables ranging from 24 AWG to 10 AWG
Lightweight and easy on the hands for longer projects
The plier-like body makes it easier to access hard to reach cables
The handle has lock capability
Speedy and precise cutting
Ergonomic and automatic stripper for solid and flexible conductors and strands
from 0.2 – 6.0 mm². For fast and precise stripping even in hard-to-reach places.
No adjustment to the cable cross-section is necessary. Suitable for cables with
insulation made of PVC and other materials. Special scanning system and therefore
no damage to the conductors. Well-positioned external side cutter for conductors
up to max. 2.5 mm². Pliers body is made of glass fiber reinforced polyamide.
Pliers handle features a long hole at the lower end for possible fastening.
Getting cables ready for installation or even during upgrades is where a good
cable stripper often comes in handy. Introducing the Super 4 Plus Wire Stripper
by Jokari. This German-engineered hand tool was designed for precision and speed
with unmatched performance. A must-have for anyone with the need for cable
stripping.

This tool is a quality product made in Germany by JOKARI. The JOKARI-Krampe GmbH
is a leading producer of cable stripping and de-insulating technology. JOKARI
produces specialist tools for over 40 years for a wide range of applications that
allow simple, fast, and precise cable stripping. Many industrial applications
require utmost precision and perfection from wire strippers. These specialist
tools are indispensable helpers for switchboard construction, mechanical and
plant engineering, and industrial cabling.

